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In 2008, Barack Obama accepted the nomination of the Democratic Party for 
the primary U.S presidential election and later became President of the United 
States. Kosovo became a new state as it unilaterally declared its independence 

from Serbia. China hosted the summer Olympics: Michael Phelps won a record 
eight gold medals, while Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt set world records in the 100 
meters, 200 metres, and 4-by-100 metre relay. Crippling food prices around the 
world plunged an additional 75 Million people below the hunger threshold.

Oh … and there was also the Global Financial Crisis: the worst financial crisis since 
the great depression. Beginning with the sub prime mortgage crisis, the situation 
quickly escalated with world stock markets plunging. Severe erosion of investor 
returns as panic selling ensued. Unbelievably, it is this spike in volatility and the 
deterioration of financial markets which 2008 will best be remembered for. At least 
for many.

Figure 1 clearly illustrates the effect of the Global Financial Crisis on volatility. It 
shows implied volatility of the S&P/ASX 20, S&P/ASX 200, and the relationship 
of these indices with the VIX index. The VIX Index being a popular measure of the 
implied volatility of S&P 500 index options. A high value corresponds to a more 
volatile market and therefore more costly options, which can be used to defray risk 
from volatility. Quite simply, a high risk of change in prices, require a greater 
premium to insure against by selling options. 

The reality is, volatility spiked to unprecedented levels. The effect of this spike 
was particularly severe on equity products with some form of capital or put 
protection. A popular product which uses downside protection is Self-funding 
Instalments (SFIs).

SFIs have always been an effective way to obtain leveraged exposure to ASX listed 
shares as well as the ASX 200 via the STW Exchange Traded Fund. For only partial 
capital outlay, an investor is able to still receive the full benefit of any share price 
movements, dividends and franking credits. All dividends are used to off-set against 
the loan the investor takes out with the product issuer. These traditional style SFIs 
are generally have a 10 year duration.

By Robert Deutsch
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DeaD?
At some stage in 2008, most, if not all warrant issuers, were 
forced to stop selling SFIs. Selling of the traditional style SFIs has 
continued to be extremely scarce across the board, with many 
issuers not willing to offer this style of product. The appetite for 
this SFI product is still very much apparent, with some investors 
believing this is the opportune time to be investing via leveraging 
or gearing.

However it is unlikely this traditional style SFI has a place in this 
market. Many believe the product, in its original form, to be 
dead. Volatility, put protection costs, dividend assumptions and 
optionality were among some of the key forces making the 
pricing and risk management of traditional SFIs an enormous 
challenge for product issuers.

One of the product features of the traditional SFIs is a non-
recourse loan between the issuer and the investor. This means 
the investor can never be margin called or prompted to contribute 
any further capital; once they have made their initial capital 
outlay (instalment payment).

In providing this non-recourse loan, issuers charge an insurance 
premium called the “put option” or capital protection cost. This 
capital protection cost along with interest form the funding cost 
of the investment. Generally speaking, the more volatile the 
stock is the higher the put cost is.

Hence, the correlation between volatility and these put protection 
costs is extremely high. The problem for issuers is that the put 
protection cost is pre-paid only once on purchase of the product.

As a result, everything sold before or during this sudden spike in 
volatility was sold far too cheap. Investors are able to walk away 
from these loans, forcing product issuers to write down huge 
sums of money on underlying shares such as A.B.C. Learning.

The other option for an issuer is to list a new series of SFIs 
marked at the current (new) levels of volatility. However, at 
record levels of index volatility, the product would not be 
appealing due to how expensive the put protection would be. 
This would erode investors’ returns significantly. With option 
pricing being backward focussed, even if volatility fell dramatically, 
you would not witness put costs falling dramatically.

The logic behind this is exactly the same as any form of insurance 
product and premium. Take an example where a one in a 
hundred year hail storm tears through your home town 
overnight. Nobody has ever witnessed such an event before and 
realistically never will again. However, the next time you pay 
your insurance, you realise your premium has risen dramatically. 
Even though, the probability of this storm striking again in the 
near future, may be very close to zero. The insurance company 
is simply protecting themselves against this event occurring 
again. The put option cost related to index or single stock 
volatility is no different.

Another important component of SFI pricing is dividend 
assumptions. In the past, predicting dividends tended to be quite 
an easy assignment. At present it is hard enough predicting 
dividends over a 12 month period. In this environment, it is 
near impossible to accurately model dividend assumptions over 
a 10 year period.

Previously, issuers factored in a slight increase to the quarterly, 
semi-annual or annual dividend/distribution that companies paid. 
The result: a slightly upwardly sloping dividend curve. Tending to 
be purchased over high yielding stocks, issuers estimated the loan 
amounts to be nearly paid-off over the term. However, the 
deterioration of the Australian equities market proved all the 
models and pricing of this product to be inadequate.

Figure 1.  VIX vs Aussie Vol
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Is there a solutIon?
In current financial markets, it is imperative that structured 
products are simple, transparent and cost-effective.

It will be quite sometime before investors will look at purchasing 
complex or opaque products, if ever again.

In bull markets, investors tend to purchase products without a 
robust knowledge of all the intricate features. Often, they will 
obtain exposure to an underlying share in a product without 
even reading the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS). Potentially 
even ill advised they might even purchase these products from 
those who are not “product champions” themselves.

In bear markets, investors tend to err on the side of caution. 
They want to know every product detail and understand the 
exact cost structure. Right now, investors demand this 
simplicity and transparency. They will always appreciate if it is 
also cost-effective.

The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) has devised a new generation 
of SFIs which are similar to a margin loan than to a traditional 
SFI. Table 1 shows a product feature summary of the new 
generation of SFIs vs margin loan. The new generation SFIs 
differ in some key areas.

Firstly, being listed, the SFI can be bought and sold at any time. 
Just like an ordinary share. The investor can pay the loan back to 
the issuer and take ownership of the fully paid ordinary shares, 
whenever they desire. There is no charge for this right. This also 
gives the investor some flexibility around the investment. The 

SFI has no hidden fees and charges.

A SFI with an appropriate ATO product ruling can be used by 
super funds. Margin loans on the other hand are not. The 
purchase of SFIs within a super fund can be very powerful in 
terms of potential tax advantages mainly in the form of the 
contributions tax shelter created by interest and other tax 
deductions and franking credits.

The most compelling difference between margin loans and 
SFIs is in relation to the structure of the loans. As already 
stated, the SFI comprises a non- recourse loan. You can never 
lose more than your initial capital outlay. In fact, the product 
issuer does not even carry out a credit check on the investor. 
Hence, the risk profile of an SFI has always tended to be lower 
than that of a margin loan. However, giving the investor the 
right to walk away has generally been off-set by a large 
insurance premium. 

alIve??
RBS’ new generation of SFIs still has all the great features of the 
traditional style SFI product. The product will have a 10 year 
term with each series listing with an initial Loan to Value Ration 
(LVR) of around 50 per cent.

However some relevant new features see the product ideally 
suited to the current Australian equities market. The main 
differences include; the capitalisation of the interest, the removal 
of the put protection cost and the stop loss mechanism.

Product Feature Margin Loan RBS’ new generation of SFIs

Available over most blue chip stocks Yes Yes

Listed and tradeable on ASX No Yes

Loan Structure Full recourse Non recourse

Margin payment required if share price falls  Yes No – investors have an option to roll 
  into more moderately geared series

Credit Check on investor Yes No

Eligible for super funds No Yes

Table 1.  Product feature summary of the new generation of SFIs vs margin loan

Product Feature Traditional SFIs RBS’ new generation of SFIs

Investment Term  5 or 10 years 10 years

Gearing  Around 50% Around 50%

Dividends Used to offset loan Used to offset loan

Loan Structure Non-recourse: No Margin Calls Non-recourse: No Margin Calls

SMSF product rulings Yes Yes

Tradeable on the ASX Yes Yes

Interest Set and capitalised annually Set and capitalised daily

Put Protection Extremely expensive Zero

Movement with share price Often not 1 for 1 ( delta < 1) Always 1 for 1 ( delta = 1)

In built stop loss No Yes

Cost-Effective No Yes

Table 2.  Product feature summary of the new generation of SFIs vs traditional SFIs
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Unlike the traditional style SFI, interest is capitalised daily to the 
loan amount. The loan amount will simply increase by one day’s 
worth of interest; overnight. This differs from the usual; annual 
interest drawdown every 30 June. The dividends will still reduce 
the loan amount over the term of the investment.

The new RBS SFI has no capital protection fee associated with 
purchase. The hefty put protection costs associated with the old 
style product have been removed. By removing the put 
protection cost and hence optionality, the product becomes 
extremely transparent and cost-effective.

Unlike traditional SFIs, these new SFIs will always trade at 
intrinsic value and have a delta of one. This means that the value 
of the instalment will always move one for one with the price of 
the underlying share. Never before has it been so easy to 
understand the value of the SFI and hence the clients equity.

The other notable feature is the stop loss mechanism. Importantly, 
this protects both the issuer and the client. This stop loss ensures 
the value of the SFI can never be negative. A stop loss event 
occurs if the value of the underlying share for an SFI is less than 

or equal to the stop loss level. The stop loss is set 10 per cent  
above the strike. Hence, share prices have to fall between 40 per 
cent – 50 per cent in most cases to trigger the stop loss.

If however, a share price is approaching its stop loss, a new, 
more moderately geared series will be created. This will give an 
investor the option to roll into a more moderately geared SFI. 
This stop loss will be automatically adjusted monthly.

ConClusIon
The new RBS SFI offers investors a cost effective and simple 
way of gearing into the sharemarket. Investing into the 
sharemarket might not be everyone’s cup of tea at present. But 
some feel more confident about the long-term nature of the 
market to bounce back.

All investors – those who want to invest now (because they think 
the market is close to its bottom) and later (because they want to 
invest when the market demonstrates greater stability) will find 
this new, innovative and simpler approach to gearing welcome.


